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Improving community resilience to natural hazards has been a key societal issue and
studied widely by multiple disciplines. However, despite the huge literature on resilience
analysis with many measurement methods already proposed, there is no consensus on
resilience measurement methods and the type of social and environmental indicators
used. In this presentation, I will summarize my team’s effort in the past decade in
developing the Resilience Inference Measurement (RIM) model for measuring
community resilience. The RIM model overcomes two major deficiencies of most existing
resilience measurement indices – the lack of empirical validation and the lack of
statistical inferential power. I will highlight how RIM has been applied to different types
of hazards, and its extension to dynamic resilience analysis and simulation. Finally, I will
describe recent efforts in adapting RIM to analyze urban versus rural resilience and
making it a science-based decision-making tool for building resilience capacity.
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